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Easily create captions for photos using gradient effects, shadows, fonts, and
photo editing tools. All the features that you can access in an advanced
photo editor are available in Image Creator for Windows, the free photo
editing program from Kodak. Image Creator is the first edition in the series
that is free for Windows. A photo editor and creator, it comes packed with
many editing features. You can create unique black & white and color
sketches, create sketches using one or multiple colors, add unique frames
and borders, create your own signature and finally save your edited photo in
almost any file format. Image Creator also includes more than 20 free photo
editing effects, semi-transparent effects and other advanced features. Main
Features: Image Creator for Windows is a free, easy-to-use and powerful
photo editor and creator. It offers an advanced set of features that allow you
to: Create professional quality sketches in.jpeg,.jpg,.bmp, .png,.tif and.ico
file formats Add borders and frames to your sketches Choose from the built-
in or your own files Save your edited sketches in.jpeg,.jpg,.bmp,.png,.tif
or.ico file formats Use image editing effects, filters, advanced toning and
artistic painting Edit your photos and sketches using your own settings Use
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more than 20 free photo effects Apply all the effects in your sketches
without losing the original settings Filter photos and sketches using six
different levels of saturation, contrast, brightness and color tone Change the
color of a specific area in a sketch Create a line with one of your colors
Make a new sketch from a picture or part of the photo Create a new photo
from a sketch and create your own signature Save your edited photos as
photo prints Use the powerful tools, provided by Kodak, to enhance the
quality of your sketches and photos Create unique semi-transparent images
using the built-in toolkit Create black & white sketches or photos in just one
click Create more than 40 different kinds of advanced effects in black &
white Expose your photos and sketches to create an artistic effect Use more
than 20 free black & white photo effects Create digital paper effects Apply
artistic effects Apply artistic effects and tools in just one click Change the
exposure, contrast, saturation and
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With Keymacro you can create picture captions that automatically appear
when you press hotkeys. You can even create automatic invoices, forms,
business cards, pictures, and process control files. We welcome suggestions
for improvements. We're trying to make this product the best it can be. If
you want to send us your feedback, please contact us at
sales@keymacro.com. KEYMACRO is a useful tool that enables you to create
picture captions using graphic elements. As you type, it automatically
generates them and keeps them up-to-date in real time. Keymacro allows
you to create captions by typing any combination of the following: Full text
Text elements Images Symbols Lines Arrows One of the most time-
consuming aspects of creating captions is to change them so that they
reflect the right date or period. With Keymacro, you can easily do that and
have captions that automatically update in real time. To use it, just key in
the text you want to use and click "Get Caption". The program works with
more than 150 file formats, including JPG, PNG, BMP, TIF, PPM and ICO.
You can create text and image captions using both landscape and portrait
formats. KEYMACRO is a time-saving tool that allows you to create picture
captions. The text you type is automatically changed in real time according
to the format. It works in landscape and portrait formats, has a wide range
of text elements to choose from, and can be easily customized. - Speed your
business by giving your clients a unique corporate, product, or service
online or offline. - Create your own personalized document in seconds with



one of the many available templates. - Share custom text-based
presentations, invitations and invitations, or catalogs. - Create dynamic
banners for websites and blogs, and share it in seconds. - Make your print
design stand out with the thousands of customizable fonts, borders,
graphics, and images included in the templates. - And much more… OUR
BEST DESIGNER SEARCH: 1. Design and Layout 2. Templates and Graphics
3. Invitations 4. Web Templates 2edc1e01e8



ImageElements Photo Captioner

ImageElements Photo Captioner is an application designed to create
captions for your pictures using various pictures, gradients, and shadows.
With the program you can add various pictures, gradients, and symbols to
create captions for images of various formats. Dylan ImageElements Photo
Captioner is a feature-rich and intuitive tool designed to offer an easy way of
creating interesting photo captions using gradients, shadows, various
images and symbols to add a touch of personality to them. Some of the
supported file formats are JPG, JPEG, BMP, PNG, TIF, ICO, TGA, GIF, PCX
and PPM. The program provides a user-friendly and accessible layout with a
standard toolbar that contains most common functions, a panel with
formatting tools on the left side of the window, a picture editor, and projects
and objects tabs on the right. Create multiple projects and customize them
using text boxes When the app is run for the first time, it loads a predefined
picture that can be easily changed by creating a new file and opening an
image. To edit an item, all you have to do is select it from the objects tab to
activate its corresponding functions. You can insert various captions by
typing in the desired text and choose the font type, style, size, color and
angle. Plus, for each element, you have the option to set a shadow with
depth and blur values, tint and direction, as well as a gradient and outline
tones. For them to take effect you have to press the "Apply" button. Edit
objects and add numerous arrows To make a specific selection, you can use
the rectangle, star, circle or lasso tools. The tool lets you bring an object to
the front or send it to the back, center, delete or duplicate it, and apply
different customizations. Last but not least, you can add arrows in various
sizes, directions and thicknesses, along with cliparts, for which similar
formatting elements are applied. The result is saved in JPG, PNG, BMP, TIF,
TGA or PPM file formats. Unfortunately, there is no option to edit the images
further using filters and effects, predefined symbols, or drawing tools.
Bottom line Taking everything into account, ImageElements Photo Captioner
is a handy and straightforward application that comes in handy when you
want to design entertaining picture captions, enter cliparts and other
images. During
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What's New In ImageElements Photo Captioner?

Photo Captioner turns photos into captions! Now you can create captions for
any photo with the one and only Photo Captioner! Simply import your
picture into the application, type in your caption, and save it as a JPEG or
TIF or PNG file! Features: Drag & drop to upload images. Import images
from SD card, internal memory, or use multiple ones. Type captions in the
box above. Support all camera sizes (4/3, 5/4, 6/5, 7/6) Type captions and get
your final creation ready for sharing! Exif Details Extractor is an advanced
software for reading the IPTC or EXIF metadata from any images. After
extracting these metadata, it shows you the created EXIF file which contains
the image/camera/lens information. The main features of the software are as
follows: -It supports several image types, both RGB, CMYK, B&W, RGB or
CMYK formats, including the latest RAW (JPEG/PNG/TIF). -It has an
accurate algorithm for detecting and extracting EXIF/IPTC metadata. -It is
compatible with Windows 2000/XP/Vista/7. The additional features are: - It
works on both 32 and 64 bit versions of Windows. - It supports Unicode. - It
can handle multi-files, folders and sub-folders. - The program can be run
from a USB drive. - It has a simple and elegant user interface. - It is highly
customizable and has a wide array of user-friendly features. Exif Details
Extractor is a powerful, simple and free application for viewing and
extracting the IPTC/Exif metadata from JPEG/PNG/TIF images. It supports
both RGB and CMYK images, including the latest RAW (JPEG/PNG/TIF).
Features: - It is compatible with Windows 2000/XP/Vista/7. - The program
works on both 32 and 64 bit versions of Windows. - It supports multi-files,
folders and sub-folders. - The program can be run from a USB drive. - It has
a simple and elegant user interface. - It is highly customizable and has a
wide array of user-friendly features. AndroidVideoLyrics Extractor is a free
and powerful Android application for extracting lyrics from songs in MP3
and MP4 formats. By using the built-in optical character recognition module,
the program can locate lyrics and set it as a background for your Android
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device. The main features of the application are as follows: - Extracts lyrics
from audio files. - Allows to set the lyrics and text as a background for your
Android device. - Works with any Android device (2.1 and later). -



System Requirements For ImageElements Photo Captioner:

The game requires a minimum of 1GB of RAM and 7GB of free disk space. It
will require DirectX 9.0c or later installed. OpenGL is also supported, but
the graphic quality will be reduced. Note: Many online servers may crash
when this game is being played. It is recommended that you play only offline
games. Available Languages: English Japanese Korean Chinese (Simplified)
Russian Chinese (Traditional) Spanish
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